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PRESS RELEASE 
RISSKOV, Denmark, 15th June 2022: Audio Distribution Group announces the addition of 
Stringjoy to their catalogue of distributed products. 
We are extremely excited to announce that Audio Distribution Group has added another exciting brand to our 
portfolio, with ADG distributing Stringjoy across mainland Europe.  

Founded in 2014 in Nashville, Tennessee U.S.A. by Scott Marquart, Stringjoy crafts the finest guitar and bass 
strings from all-American high-quality materials, by hand, one at a time. 

After spending some time experimenting with his own guitar strings, combining sets and gauges to make a set 
that did what he wanted it to do, Scott discovered one major reason that strings had been overlooked as a tone-
sculpting tool for so long by many -  they just weren’t all that good. Stringjoy was therefore formed to make the 
best quality strings accessible to players, at all levels. It didn’t take long for word about the world’s finest guitar 
strings to spread around and for players to come rushing into the fold.  

Stringjoy’s manufacturing plant has been designed to optimise their production process for string performance, 
not manufacturing speed. The resulting strings are designed and made to sound fuller, perform better and last 
longer than anything else out there. From metal players wanting a tighter bottom end for dropped tunings, to 
country players who want to achieve the perfect twang, to prog and fusion shredders looking for a perfectly 
balanced set of strings to optimise their technical efficiency, Stringjoy offers the perfect set for any player. 

Chris Gilchrist, Stringjoy VP of Global Sales commented, “As we have seen demand for Stringjoy strings rise 
exponentially in Europe, it has become clear that we need a partner on the ground who can bring the service 
and presence we are known for in the US to continental Europe.  We have had ADG on the whiteboard as our 
ideal EU distributor for some time, so we were incredibly excited when we found out the admiration was mutual. 
We expect this partnership to take Stringjoy to the next level in Europe, and we are very excited to work with 
them to get our strings in more stores, and on more guitars, than ever.” 

Steve Russell ADG’s CEO added, “ADG is heavily focussed on offering brands which provide that ‘special 
something’, as well as offering exceptional reliability, consistency and the best performance. Stringjoy’s 
products fulfil all of these heavy expectations (and more) and are simply the best strings we have ever had the 
pleasure of playing. We’re excited to be able to support our European customers with a product that represents 
a simple but highly significant upgrade to any stringed instrument.” 
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www.audiodistributiongroup.com/brands/stringjoy  
www.stringjoy.com 

Stringjoy Media Pack (hi-res images/brand logos etc.):  
bit.ly/ADG-Stringjoy-Media  

PR Contact: Bruce Davidson - pr@audiodistributiongroup.com 

About Audio Distribution Group 
Audio Distribution Group’s purpose is to serve as a Pan-European distributor of premium pro-audio and musician related equipment from a 
single source in Europe, representing brands with potential to an ever-crowded marketplace. Founded by Steve Russell, Bruce Davidson 
and Peter Bager in 2015, ADG has an experienced pro-audio and music industry team and offers our brands an effective, efficient and 
reliable route to market in the UK, Europe and beyond. Distributing several key brands across the region from our base in Aarhus Denmark, 
we seek to provide additional value to the standard distribution model and build strategic partnerships with our associated brands, retailers 
and audio professionals across the continent. 


